Rule 15A.2001 requires a Commission‐approved training class for all general managers and
finance officers every three years that they are employed. This class meets that
requirement.
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Sale tags from suppliers – never assume they are correct! Always verify the pricing before
using.
Staff training: Are transportation permits optional? No.
The amounts (over 8 liters spirituous liquor & over 50 liters unfortified wine) are per
person, not per vehicle. Remind staff that they issue permits for wine as well.
Transportation Permit – sample on website. Ok to use up old stock but then transition to
new form.
Category Management – OK to get schematics from suppliers, not OK for supplier to help
move bottles around. This works! Try one category, if not an entire store. Contact
Moniqua if you are interested.
NC Section: 1 bottle here, the rest with the category. Cross merchandizing will help
increase sales. Use the new NC shelf tags to help identify as local products.
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Customer service – we talk about this a lot & for good reason. Customer service is one of
the few areas where you can make your store stand out from the rest and can actually
increase sales. Just to reinforce how important this is, take a look at these quotes from
sales clerks.
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These comments all related to servicing mixed beverage accounts.
1. Your mixed beverage policy should be as open and as customer friendly as possible.
Remember, they are paying more for the product than a retail customer is. Do not
make it harder for them to purchase.
2. Do not make a mixed beverage customer purchase a full case of something that is
listed. Buy the case, sell by the bottle, and if you are left with some I will help you find
another board to take it off your hands.
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These are telephone calls that I have received just in the past month.
1. Sales clerk responding to customer who was asking about Pappy Van Winkle. Obviously
this sales clerk is not very well trained. Why would he/she think the customer should
call me not your main office?
2. Again, this indicates to me that the clerk is uninformed.
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Out of stock issues – educate yourself and ALL of your staff. A customer will leave your
store far less dissatisfied if a sales clerk takes the time to explain why a product is not
available rather than simply saying “can’t get it”. Find out the back story & share it with
staff. Ask me if something has been OOS for a while and you would like to know why.
Examples:
Clarify – your board discontinued or Commission discontinued
Bacardi 151 – Bacardi is no longer producing it – replaced in stores with Cruzan 151
Blanton’s, Eagle Rare,… – coming quarterly, highly allocated by supplier. We take every case
we can get but it is never enough to satisfy demand.

Selling ‐ OK to make suggestions, just cannot play favorites when it comes to products.
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Every board has dead stock. How do you move it? Make this a goal for 2017: to get rid of
all dead stock and free up much needed shelf space for new products.
Relocate to front of store. Put on end cap. Set up table marked “Specials”.
Put a “Close Out Special” sign on it.
Sell to another board – I can help you with this.
Request a price reduction. (This is not limited to discontinued products.)
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Make sure all clerks know the procedure – particularly in multi‐store boards
Sharing – several retail customers may split a case. You may also explore sharing among
boards.
Prepayment exceptions – (a) when an allocated product may not come in – either for a long
time or perhaps not at all. (b) when a mixed beverage customer asks to buy by the bottle
but will eventually purchase the entire case.
Ask me if you think you have waited long enough for an order – things do fall through the
cracks (personnel changes on supplier end, for example.)
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ABC personnel may not accept samples, nor can they taste product on ABC premises.
Can you smell the product? Yes, under controlled circumstances.
Product knowledge is encouraged – speak with your customers, put together a product
knowledge seminar for staff if that is feasible, attend Association trade shows.
Employees may not take VAP home – unless they are actually purchasing the product. If a
customer does not want the glasses, etc. either put on another bottle of the same product
or set on the counter and allow anyone who wants to take them.
Mxb permittees may purchase VAP. Any free liquor must not go into the business because
it is not tax stamped but the glasses, coasters, etc can.
Free t‐shirts, glasses, coasters, etc. all have to be attached to the product. They cannot be
separate and simply handed to a customer when they purchase the product.
Gifts from customers.
If a customer brings by a gift of food around the holidays, accept it politely but ask them
not to do it in the future. Put out for all employees. It should not go home with any one
individual.
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Lock the doors at 9:00 but allow customers to check out in the few minutes following. The
Commission will clarify this policy with ALE.
Holidays – If a mandatory holiday falls on Sunday, you are not required to close on Monday.
Firearms – Not prohibited by state law. This would be a business policy. If your board
wants to put a policy in place, they may do so. Stores may post a sign. If using ours, cut off
bottom portion where it cites statutes. Those statutes no longer apply.
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Product Search
Do not use the search box at the top right of the website to verify pricing. You will not be
able to tell how current the information is. Instead, use the Quarterly Price List link on the
left side of the Spirituous Liquor page.
Type in one word of the product’s name, or the code number to locate it.
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How to find fortified wine options. Remember, fortified means more than 16% alcohol.
Beer and Wine tab
Product Search and Reports
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Chamber of Commerce – yes you may join and your store locations may be listed on their
website, in their directory, etc.
Facebook page – cannot appear to advertise, cannot link to non‐business sites
can have: generic recipes, list of ALL new products (no pictures)
Website – Free under Commission. Again, needs to be informational. No pictures of
specific products.
These are allowed: Newspaper notice of new store opening, Notice of holiday hours,
Notice of quarterly distributions
Recipes in stores – must be generic
Email/ListServ is ok
Twitter – Mecklenburg LE uses this means to communicate.
Distribution info on bags. Blowing Rock has stickers printed with same info to put on bags
– less expensive than pre‐printed bags.
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Agnes Steven, public affairs director for the Commission is an excellent resource when you
need help speaking with news media. She can help frame a quote so that it puts your
board in the best possible light regardless of the situation. Agnes.stevens@abc.nc.gov
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Agnes will be presenting an expanded version of these two slides at the Association’s
Summer Conference.
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Vacation ‐ How much vacation time do you let employees accrue? Is there a cap? What
happens when they retire?
Single‐store ABC boards – who is responsible for keeping up with this? Who verifies? Be
sure this is all covered in your employee handbook.
Labor Laws – not our area of expertise. Get help from your appointing authority’s attorney
or HR person was it comes to questions involving personnel issues, benefits,
unemployment.
Labor Posters – never pay for these. They are free on the state’s website. Posters should
be updated every few years.
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Email – who gets it, who responds? Have a policy regarding who will respond to what
subject matter. (Surveys – everyone assumes someone else has taken care of it!)
This is also an issue with product‐related emails. They are not always getting to the
warehouse manager, Mxb store manager, etc.
Almost 40% of boards had a significant discrepancy between sales figures submitted to the
Commission monthly and sales figures shown in their annual audit. (Watch for typos.)
LGC‐203 must be filed by every ABC board, not just those over the FDIC limit. Cannot put
your money in a credit union.
Amount on deposit – what banks says is on hand on that date – not reconciled amount.
COLL 91 goes to the State Treasurers Office
Used to verify that your bank has your funds earmarked as Public Funds.
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How many of you have viewed the new UNC School of Government ethics webinar?
Or sat in on a live class taught by Moniqua and me? The UNC SOG webinar does an
excellent job of explaining open meeting rules.
Where we see weaknesses:
1. Irregular meetings
2. Failure to post date/time/location when meetings change
3. How to properly go into closed session, what can happen there, the very limited issues
that can be discussed, the handling of minutes
4. How clear are your minutes? Test: go back and read minutes from a previous year’s
meeting. Are you able to follow what transpired? (Not he said, she said, but the gist of
what was discussed.
5. Agenda – do the minutes show that the agenda was followed?
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Ethics Class – all new FO’s need to take it one time
GM/FO – those GM’s who are also the FO must keep exemption request up‐to‐date. Good
for three years only.
Should not be approving purchases without first verifying there is money in the budget.
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MD&A
Whose name is on it? Yours? Your board chairman’s?
Two areas where you should be making it your own and changing it up annually: Financial
Highlights & Economic Factors
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Begin analyzing sales now – will you be significantly over or under budget?
Common budget errors:
depreciation – should not be included
sales tax on liquor – should not be included
$ coming in does not = $ going out
7% for Alcohol Education – follows same calculation as for Law Enforcement distribution.
Every board should be including alcohol education distributions in their 2018 budget, just
like law enforcement.
Hope Walker, with the Initiative to Reduce Underage Drinking, is a good resource for
finding local groups to support with A.E. monies. Hope.Walker@abc.nc.gov Talk with me
as well if you need help.
If still using cash basis accounting, need to move to accrual by start of next fiscal year.
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